Documentation meeting 2020/08/09

Attendance
1) Babeto
2) herbert
3) Saurabah
4) Grace

Goals
1. Updating wiki with two resources to gather all OpenMRS related sufficient information
2. Getting updates from Zach Elmer about documentation team
3. Updating wiki page with new REST API documentation without duplicating the old information
4. IA for documentation spaces and resources
5. @Ayesh to update us about the on going board of developing REST API documentation and its progress

Agenda

GSOD updates
• Still in pending phase, trying to share resources that will be helpful for technical writers Rainbow & Saurabah; mentors involved.
• Documentation team members also reviewing ongoing work.
• TODO: Grace f/u with Rainbow - Done
• Thread for sharing weekly progress? On boarding phase ends on the 13th of Sept, after that should see more updates.

Reviewing the trello board
• Noticing decrease in card progress because members who were participating are increasingly participating in their GSOD projects
• Saurabah will be using Trello to track GSOC project tasks and progress